Fringed Violet Scarf
by Lisa R Myers

Pattern uses Manos
Silk Blend Fino
Fino Mini-Skein Kit 2
Beatrix

Other suggested miniskein kits to choose
7292 Stellar
Kit 3 - Clarissa

402 Inkwell
Kit 5 - Eleanor

422 Birdcage

See www.roosteryarns.com
for more colours in the
Manos Silk Blend Fino.

Kit 6 - Flora
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SIZE
69” long (including fringe) x 17cm (6.75”) wide

great with the colours striped randomly. Just be sure
to use the colours equally!

MATERIALS
Manos Del Uruguay Silk Blend Fino Mini Skein Set
(70% Extra Fine Merino / 30% Silk), 5 skeins, each
approx. 20g/90m, 1 set.
Shown in kit 2 Beatrix (415 Silver Teaset [C1], 401
Corsage [C2], 429 Stormglass [C3], 416 Amethyst
Earring [C4], 427 Mourning [C5]).
4mm (US 6) 80cm circular needle or longer, or size to
obtain gauge

STITCH GUIDE
Seed Stitch (odd number of stitches)
Row 1: K1; *p1, k1; rep from * to end of row. Rep this
row for Seed Stitch

TENSION
20 sts by 40 rows in 10cm square over Seed Stitch
NOTES

20 sts and 40 rows in 10cm square is a
blocked gauge. Before blocking, gauge was 22 sts and
48 rows in 10cm. Because of the silk content, Fino
relaxes quite a lot in blocking. If your gauge is too big
before blocking, you may run out of yarn.

Instructions are given for scarf with stripe
sequence as shown, but the project would also look

ABBREVIATIONS
BO: Cast off
CO: cast on
K: knit
P: purl
Rep: repeat
St(s): stitch(es)
INSTRUCTIONS
Using C5, CO 299 sts. Cut yarn, leaving a 13cm (5”)
tail. Work in 1-row stripes of Seed Stitch as follows:
*Using a square knot, join C1, leaving a 5” tail; work in
Seed Stitch to end of row; cut yarn, leaving a 5” tail.
Rep from *, using C4, then C3, then C2, then C5.
Continue in Seed Stitch stripes in sequence given until
about 4.5m (5 yds) of yarn remain. BO in pattern.
Finishing
Adjust tension on knots if necessary to tidy up edge
stitches. Wet-block with no agitation, and take care
when squeezing out excess water not to rub the fringe
with the towel. Pin to finished measurements and let
dry. Trim fringe evenly.
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